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Fire in the cycle of life
Background
This report includes information, programs and resources collated at an Australian Alps
Community Relations Working Group-sponsored workshop held at Kosciuszko Education
Centre, Sawpit Creek in Kosciuszko National Park, October 31st and November 1st, 2003.
Workshop participants: Karen Vest, Deb Shaw & Rechelle Greenwood-Gibson from
Birrigai Outdoor School, ACT; Lois Padgham, Monica Muranyi & Maree Gilbert from
Environment ACT; Felicity Brooke, Gail Wright & Gill Anderson from Parks Victoria and
Pat Darlington, Rod Mason & Dan Nichols from Kosciuszko Education Centre,
NSWNPWS.
The kit includes: background material; activities in a generic format and additional
resources. In December 2003 1x hard copy and 1 x electronic copy (on CD) was provided
to: Parks Victoria Bright Office; Kosciuszko Education Centre; ACT Parks and
Conservation Service Interpretation Team; Birrigai Outdoor School and the AALC Program
Coordinator in November 2003.

What we hoped to achieve at the workshop:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hear different points of view
to share ideas
increasing personal knowledge of fires an its effects
practical ideas to take away and apply
promote fire as a positive influence on the landscape
learn methods to promote attitude changes to fire
learn ways to refocus criticism of Government agencies
discuss ways to deal with individual emotional responses during activities (handling sensitive
issues)
produce a resource kit

What we hope to achieve in the kit:
•

a kit that will provide resources for rangers, tourism operators, and teachers undertaking
interpretation activities relating to alpine fires with:
- formatted face to face interpretation activities
- background material and
- suggestions for further information

What we know at the beginning of the workshop ... that the Australian
Alps are not “all gone”
Some quotes from the introductory session of the workshop:
“Fire is important for my culture … everyone has an obligation and responsibility to work with
fire. It is important to teach [everyone] how to work with fire.” (Rod Mason)
“Fire opens up opportunities - a wake up call to look at things in new ways.” (workshop
participant)
“It is just a part of life.” (Pat Darlington)
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Language of fire
The “right” and “wrong” of words
Workshop participants used a variety of words to describe the events of the January and
February 2003 as well as the time since the fires. There was discussion about preferred
terms and how best to use specific words to create a positive atmosphere.
Does ‘recovery’ imply a disaster? Does ‘disaster’ imply something bad?
While not wishing to constrain the imaginative and evocative use of words it might be useful
to think about the use of specific words, their meaning and implications.
-

recovery
renewal
regeneration
gone
destroyed

What are the messages?
Following a brainstorming session with participants of the workshop the following key
messages are suggested.

Fire is important in the cycle of life
Ways to extend the message:
• Fire, water, air and sunshine are important elements in the Australian landscape.
Each plays a vital part in shaping the future.
• Earth, fire, water and air are regarded as vital elements in many ancient
traditions: Indian, Greek, Chinese and Australian Aboriginal.
• Fire is one of many natural processes that shape the Australian Alps - e.g.
exfoliation in the granite tors.
• Fire benefits specific plants and animals.

Fire brings life through renewal
Ways to extend the message:
• Under the cover of ash there is a whole new life beginning.
• Australia’s tough plant material takes years to break down into micro-nutrients,
but after most fires, nutrients are released and a vigorous growth follows.
• Many Australian plants have their own unique reaction to fire, in fact some need
fire to induce reproduction: seeds germinate, lignotubers shoot, epicormic growth
sprouts.
• Most Australian forests are adapted to fires during the height of summer.
• Over time natural environments will recover, although some alpine (i.e. bog &
wetland) and sub-alpine (snow gum & alpine ash) communities will take a very
long time to return to pre-fire condition.
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Fire is a powerful force
Ways to extend the message:
• Fire provides opportunities for different perspectives on cultural and natural
landscapes.
• Fire is a natural part of life. Learning about it will help us to understand, accept
and work with it. Believe in nature’s ability to renew.
• Imagine a world without fire.
• Many cultures regard fire as a spiritual entity.
• As global warming impacts the earth, humans may need to prepare for major
landscape-scale fire events.
• Drought conditions, strong winds, and high temperatures may result in wildfires
that are difficult to contain.
• People’s attitudes to the land can change after experiencing a fire. Fire is so
complex many people have different opinions about how best to manage it.

Working with fire
Ways to extend the message:
• Aboriginal Australians work with fire to keep warm; cook; perform ceremony
and create access to country and food for hunting (be sure to involve Aboriginal
people in telling this story)
• Fire is a natural tool for managing natural resources - Aboriginal Australians
have worked with fire for many thousands of years.
• Different fuel, climatic and topographic conditions result in different fire effects
– cool as opposed to hot, widespread as opposed to mosaic.
• “Fire fighters” primarily manage fire to protect life and property.
• Fire ‘fighting’ can be as complicated as fighting a war. Strategies need to be wellplanned and executed.
• Large-scale fires cannot be controlled only contained.
• Fuel reduction is not a broad-scale tool, it is usually focussed around important
assets.
• Fires can create opportunities for invasive weeds and feral animals, but they also
can provide a opportunity to better control them.
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Where to find information to develop a presentation
Use this ideas and resources kit to help you find information to devise an activity or
presentation under the key themes.
Page #

Fire is important in the cycle of life
Challenge of Black Gully activity
Check the resources list – useful web sites etc
Black Gully additional information
Major Bushfires in Victoria
Talking about Fire notes
Teacher Notes
Field Investigation notes
Nutrients and Fire notes
What happens to Wildlife notes

7
35
43-46
53
60
88
98
102
106

Fire brings life through renewal
Challenge of Black Gully activity
Destruction or Rejuvenation activity
ACT sign program
Zoe’s Quest activity
Check the resources list – useful web sites etc
After the Bushfires presentation
Fires and the Natural Environment
Return and recover notes
Talking about Fire notes
Bark Types notes
Fire and the Natural Environment notes

7 and 43-46
17
22-29
30-32 and 55-81
35
37-42
47
47
60
101
84-85 and 91-93

Fire is a powerful force
Aboriginal People and Fire
Fire Triangles
Rocky road to recovery activity
Check the resources list – useful web sites etc
Letter about Aboriginal Use of fire (from Black Gully)
Treasures that will not grow back notes
Things to think about notes
Prescribed Burns notes

9
12-15
20
35
45
62
82
107

Working with fire
What would you save activity
Aboriginal People and Fire
Water, weather and wildfire activity
Check the resources list – useful web sites etc
Letter about Aboriginal Use of fire (from Black Gully)
Talking about Fire notes
Living with Fire activity
Firefighting and Fire Management notes
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Activities
During the workshop participants presented activities or described initiatives that they
had worked on since the 2003 fires. Each drew out or linked certain aspects of fire and all
were aimed at variety of audiences.

PowerPoint presentations
Presented by Pat Darlington
Pat Darlington along with colleagues in the Kosciuszko Education Centre (KEC) devised
a method to extend the usefulness of corporate PowerPoint presentations. These activity
was presented during the 2003 Easter Discovery Program at the KEC for general visitors
including mixed family groups. The activity is low impact as it is run indoors but it could
be followed by a brief walk outside.
An Australian Alps Ministerial Council PowerPoint presentation is included on the CD
that accompanies this kit and another After the Bushfires: Recovery of the Australian Alps
is available from Australian Alps staff. The text of After the Bushfires: Recovery of the
Australian Alps can be found in Attachment 1

Interpretation Activity Form
Original Park: Kosciuszko National Park

First Date of Activity: Easter 2003

Park Site: Kosciuszko Education Centre

Type of Activity: (e.g. holiday activity, ranger walk and talk, slide show etc.)
Easter holiday activity “What would you save?”
Project Officer: Pat Darlington
Time of day: Unknown

Delivered by: Pat Darlington and Dan Nichols
Planning time: Unknown

Activity Duration: Unknown

Budget/Resources/Props needed: Data projector, white board, white board pens, cardboard frames for slide
show
Cost charged per person: Unknown
Park Management Objectives: To develop an understanding that fire is a natural park of life and that fire
“controllers” have to make difficult decisions when fighting fires.

Theme
Fire demands that decisions are made about protecting life and property
Key Messages

•

tba

Where promoted: unknown
Audience Profile: general audience
Evaluation technique: Informal comments from parents, questionnaire
Marketing: How did the audience find out about/book the activity? Park Office, Campground toilets, Bright
Tourist Info Centre, Entrance station.
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Structure and Content of Presentation
1.
2.

Introduction
Think back to where you were on your worst fire day.
•
Facts sheets were going out daily sometimes more often. Pat reads out sheet for 30th Jan – the
worst day for Jindabyne when fires were heading towards farms and homes.
•
How would you have felt hearing this report - with knowledge what would you save? Write 4 things
down on a piece of paper and hand in to Dan.
3. Pat takes audience through the AALC Recovery power point presentation. While Dan writes up
the notes in a title-less grid on the white board.

Incident
controller

Personal
choices

Life

4.
5.
6.

•
•

Family 9
Pets 7

•
•

Human life
Threatened spp &
their habitat
Wilderness

•

Property
Cultural items
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portrait of ancestors
Paintings
Photos 8
Heirlooms
Jewelry 3
Vase 21st present
Sculptures
Bear
Cultural sites
Landscape - water
catchment
Historic pathways
Huts

Needed to get on with life
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sporting and outdoor gear
Books
Legal docs
Undies 2
Clothes 3
Wallet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telecoms-elec-gas-media
Roads-access-airports
Fire fighting resources
Ongoing effort
Property: public and private
Fire trails
Hard and softwood assets
Water quality

Following the presentation Pat asks the audience to think about what the Fire Incident Controller
would be trying to protect – Dan writes these down as audience suggests them.
Titles of grid are revealed to show that choices reflect the life/property and cultural/practical
property, just as personal choices did.
Finally group is lead on a short walk to experience the landscape for them selves.
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The Challenge of Black Gully
This activity was devised and developed by the Kosciuszko Education Centre
following the 2003 bushfires and presented by Dan Nichols.

Interpretation Activity Form
Original Park: Kosciuszko National Park

First Date of Activity: Easter 2003

Park Site: Kosciuszko Education Centre, Sawpit Creek.
Activity Setup
This activity starts with presenting a letter (see Attachment 2) to the group from an unexplained entity/person
called ‘Black Gully’. A counter claim is presented as a letter, audio or video from ‘The Guide’ i.e. the
entity/person who will help the participants through the ‘Challenge’. An imaginative map with 4 stops, a
workbook for each participant and instructions (4 tasks from the Guide) are found and the activity begins.

Type of Activity: (e.g. holiday activity, ranger walk and talk, slide show etc.)
School term or holiday activity “The Challenge of Black Gully”
Project Officer: Dan Nichols

Delivered by: Dan Nichols

Time of day: as required
Activity Duration: 2 hours plus ½ hour to prepare and pack up

Planning time: several days

Budget/Resources/Props needed:
Text and instructions for the 4 tasks and some additional presenters notes.
Letter from ‘Black Gully’ (suitable articles from newspapers could be copied onto overhead cells and
used with the letter)
•
Text response from ‘The Guide’
•
Letter about Aboriginal use of fire
•
Workbooks
•
•

All above resources can be found in Attachment 2
Cost charged per person: $5.50 per person
This activity aims to:
1. Show that fire is a natural part of the bush and that plants and animals having strategies for coping with,
and surviving, fire
2. Demonstrate the impact fire on the soil and water run off
3. Help the participants understand a little about the significance of fire for Aboriginal people.
Location: Sawpit Creek

Grade: easy

Duration: 2hrs

Audience Profile: general audience, particularly appropriate for school children
Max. no. participants: 20
Evaluation technique: Informal comments from parents, questionnaire
Marketing: How did the audience find out about/book the activity? Park Office, Campground toilets, Bright
Tourist Info Centre, Entrance station.

Structure and Content of Presentation
A letter or decree is presented saying that the bush has been burned and ‘everything is lost’.
This is supported by overheads from newspapers and TV saying the same thing. After this is presented a
letter (or audio announcement) suggests that it is possible to discredit the claim in the letter if 4 ‘proofs’, or
pieces of evidence, can be found to show that the claim, ‘everything is gawn’ is wrong. The announcement
also offers a reward to the participants who can find the 4 ‘proofs’ and gives participants information on
where to find a map and instructions.

Theme
Fire is a natural part of the environment
OITO 03-115
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Current NPWS corporate theme is
geodiversity which could be included in this activity at/by showing people the effect of fire
on soils, rocks and soil building
Objectives for this activity are:
Consistent with Corporate or Region priorities?
1. To show that fire is a natural part of the environment
Y
Y
2. To demonstrate that plants and animals have ways for surviving fire
Y
Y
3. To give people an understanding of Aboriginal people’s perspective of fire Y
Y

Key Messages

•

Although the fire has had an impact on plants and animals they will recover.

Suggested brochure description:
Note: description must include potential hazards/conditions and levels of fitness required.
Text: The Black Gully Challenge
The bushfires have been through. All around us is burnt. All around, we can hear the calls or
whispers, “It’s all gone!” they say and now a curious letter has arrived speaking of total destruction.
There is hope though. If you successfully complete some extraordinary challenges you might be
able see the gully recover. Will you take the Black Gully challenge?
Cost:
$5.50 What to bring: hat, sun cream and something to eat and drink .
Suggested promotional/marketing opportunities:

Discovery brochure, radio, local newspaper

Hours required to:

[NA
]
[.5 hours]
[2 hours ]

Develop this activity
Prepare and pack up this activity
Deliver this activity

IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE HAZARDS
Activity: (Discovery program) The Challenge of Black Gully

Location: KEC Sawpit Creek

POSSIBLE HAZARDS FOR THE PUBLIC
Element

Hazard

Corrective action

1
2

Insect / Spider
Bites
Snake Bite

3

Injury/Illness

4

Sun Exposure

Awareness raising, identify nests and insect
behaviour. First aid kits. Radio and mobile phone
Awareness raising, identify risk behaviour. First
aid kits. Radio and mobile phone
Prevent running, jumping, climbing. First aid,
participant screening and communications
sun-screen, hats, sunglasses, appropriate clothing

Who will ensure
this happens
Education officer
discovery ranger
Education officer
discovery ranger
Education officer
discovery ranger
Education officer
discovery ranger.

POSSIBLE HAZARDS FOR DISCOVERY RANGER (TOURIST GUIDE)
Additional to Hazards for the Public above.
Element

Hazard

Corrective action

1

Preparing the
activity bending
and lifting
Communicative
disease

Aware of manual handling techniques

2

No sharing of food or water bottles. Ensure correct
procedures for first aid

Who will ensure
this happens
Training officer
Training officer

POSSIBLE HAZARDS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Element

Hazard

Corrective action

1
2

Trampling of flora
Damage to flora
and Fauna
Litter

Dispersed walking
Briefing, modeling right behaviour

Who will ensure this
happens
Discovery Ranger
Discovery Ranger

Briefing, modelling right behaviour.

Discovery Ranger

3

POSSIBLE CULTURAL RISK/IMPACT Element

Hazard

Corrective action

Who will ensure this
happens

1.
OITO 03-115
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Aboriginal People and Fire
By Rod Mason, Aboriginal education officer, and Mike Young, Publications
officer, Kosciuszko National Park
Originally printed in Kosciuszko Today; Fire Special 2003
In the ongoing debate about hazard reduction burning, the so-called 'firestick farming'
carried out by Aboriginal people is often cited. Early European observers remarked that
fires lit by Aboriginal people could be seen in many parts of the country, leading to a
belief that frequent, random and haphazard burning was a feature of Aboriginal
management of the land.
It is true that Aboriginal people use fire to aid in hunting, for example forcing animals
into an area where they could be taken, but more importantly the use of fire has a deep
religious significance.
For non-Aboriginal people, the most difficult challenge in appreciating Aboriginal
knowledge and use of fire is that it is intimately linked with some of the most central and
important tenets of Aboriginal lore, common throughout Australia. Unless an individual
passes through the various stages of learning, the detail of these spiritual beliefs is not
accessible.
Those who have had the opportunity to gain even a rudimentary understanding of the
complexity of Aboriginal religious beliefs and their integration into all aspects of
Aboriginal life, appreciate that what they can be told is only a minute fraction of the lore.
In 1884, anthropologist, surveyor, geologist, Gippsland police magistrate and bushman,
Alfred William Howitt, published a paper entitled 'On Some Australian Beliefs'.
In it he attempted to come to terms with what he had been learning. Either these beliefs
were the product of 'primitive savage man, striving to explain to himself natural
phenomena ... or it may be that we have here the independent origin of ideas which seem
to me capable, under favourable circumstances, of developing into as complete religious
systems as the world has ever seen...’
Bearing this in mind, it can be said that fire, rain and wind are central to Aboriginal lore.
Respect for these elements lies at the heart of many of the laws governing the behaviour
of Aboriginal people and they believe that working with these elements instils the
discipline required for Aboriginal people to live within the landscape.
These elements, living spirits, are interrelated and operate in cycles. One aspect of this
interrelationship is that the wind spirit carries the other two on his shoulders, they cannot
travel without his help. Failure to show respect for one will be punished by the others.
This respect includes acknowledging that fires started by lightning are the deliberate
action of the fire spirit, or spirits, and are therefore not to be interfered with. These fires
have been given to the land.
The spirits of these elements are extremely ancient and pre-date plants, animals and
people on the earth. They are central to beliefs in the beginning of life and its renewal.
Given the significance of these beliefs and the Aboriginal people's detailed knowledge of
plants and animals, it is clear that they did not burn the country haphazardly, or at a
whim.
Burning was a spiritual act, in some cases the fire spirit is released to renew particular
parts of the landscape but only at prescribed intervals and at prescribed times of the year.
The signals for the appropriate time may be found in the position of the stars, and/or a
OITO 03-115
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stage in a plant's or animal's life cycle. For example, fire might not be lit until the young
of a bird species had left the nest or until a particular plant had finished flowering.
These prescriptions are contained within songs, stories and ceremonies associated with
the fire spirit and the spirits of the plants and the animals. The lighting of fire is
accompanied by ceremonies and songs. Knowledge of these prescriptions is held by
senior men and women.
In some cases messages are sent to neighbouring groups to warn them that fires are to be
lit, in others the timing of a burn is well-known to these groups and no advice is
necessary.
As well as renewal, some fires are associated with clearing ceremonial pathways.
In some parts of Australia, Aboriginal knowledge of fire is being sought to assist in land
management. The gaining of such knowledge entails considerable time and trust being
developed, however what may be gained is the accumulated experience of tens of
thousands of years in the Australian landscape.
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Fire triangles
presented by Gail Wright
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Park Victoria’s Licensed Tour Operator Training
Presented by Gail Wright
Background to LTO training
The Alpine fires significantly affected the operations of Licensed Tour Operators (LTOs)
in the Victorian Alps. Several were employed by Parks Victoria to assess walking tracks
following the 2003 fires some. There was a demand for some training and so “Return and
recover” was devised and delivered by several staff in the agency in early May 2003.
The audience for the training included:
•
•
•
•

commercial/licensed tour operators
Shire tourism officers
Tourism campaign committee members
Parks Victoria staff

General objectives for the training included:
•
•
•

Enhancing LTO understanding of the impacts of fire on alpine ecology and our cultural
heritage
Discussing what happened, the recovery process and future opportunities (specifically how
interpretative information can add value to their tours)
.Providing an opportunity for LTOs to network among themselves and the broader tourism
community

Interpretation objectives for the training included the need for participants to learn:
1. That the Alpine ecology has been affected by fire but this is part of the natural processes in
the Australian landscape
2. That fire provides an opportunity to view the landscape from a different perspective
3. The magnitude of events of the past few months are a rare occurrence in an individual's
lifetime (as opposed to the evolutionary scale)
4. Why the event occurred from a climatic/vegetation perspective
5. How the bush will look and individual species recover over the next couple of years

In all 40 people attended both days of the so “Return and recover” training workshop at
Dinner Plains. Other benefits flowed from the training, such as time for participants to
network across a variety of professional areas.
Comprehensive presenters notes can be found at Attachment 3
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Mt Buffalo Easter Interpretation Program
Presented by Felicity Brooke
Following the late summer fires in 2003 many general visitors were keen to get back into
the Victorian Alps to see the results for them selves. Many Victorians visit “their” Alps
over the Easter long weekend and Easter 2003 was no exception. Felicity Brooke, as
acting Ranger-in-Charge at Mount Buffalo National Park was keen to encourage her staff
to present a good range of interpretive activities as well as facilitate opportunities for
members of the public to interact with the landscape and land managers.
Several Activities are outlined below that formed part of the Mount Buffalo Easter
Program for Visitors.

Interpretation Activity Form
First Date of Activity: Friday 18th April 2003

Original Park: Mt Buffalo National Park

Park Site: Monolith walking track, Mt Buffalo Rd. Opposite Parks Vic Office.

Type of Activity: (e.g. holiday activity, ranger walk and talk, slide show etc.)
Easter holiday activity “Destruction or Rejuvenation – Post Fire walk”
Project Officer: Alissa Woods
Time of day: 2pm-3.30pm

Delivered by: Alissa Woods/Felicity Brooke
Planning time: 2 days

Activity Duration: 1.5hrs

Budget/Resources/Props needed: cardboard frames for slide show
Cost charged per person: $Nil
Park Management Objectives: To gain support for and understanding of the role of fire in park management.

Theme
Mt Buffalo may look dead and destroyed but under the cover of ash there is a whole new
life beginning to sprout.
Key Messages

•
•
•
•
•

Plants respond in different ways to fire
The ability of a particularly species to survive also depends on the fire regime
Plants at different altitudes respond in different ways to fire
Sub-alpine and Alpine Vegetation has particular environmental challenges
Fire is essential to the cycling of nutrients in Australian forests

Where promoted: What’s on Note; Events and Activities Calendar; Campground notice board
Audience Profile: General self-selecting visitor audience
Evaluation technique: Informal comments from participants, questionnaire
How did the audience find out about/book the activity? Park Office, Campground toilets, Bright Tourist
Info Centre, Entrance station.

Structure and Content of Presentation
4.
5.

Introduction
Description of recent fire and forest type near Monolith
•
Fire is good for the environment and part of the natural forest cycle.
•
Subalpine Woodland. Dominant species is mountain gum, some alpine ash and snow gums up near
Monolith.
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6.
•
•
•
•
7.
•
8.
•
•
•
9.
•

10.
•
11.
•
•
•
•
•
•
12.

Vegetation responses to fire - ground layer, middle story, canopy
Soil is dry, fragile, nutrient rich, covered in ash, full of seed. Ideal for regeneration but susceptible to
wind, water and foot traffic erosion.
Epicormic growth of Mountain gums, some of which these shoots survive.
Mountain Ash is killed by fire but regenerates from massive seed fall. The greater the scorch height,
the less chance of survival.
Snow Gums – 2 types at Mt Buffalo, are well adapted to fire. The ‘lignotuber’ under the ground keep
the “heart” of the plant safe during fires. This is why you see regrowth at the base of the plant. Some
of these shoots will survive and grow into branches, others will die out.
Fire Regimes
Refers to timing, intensity and frequency. Discuss Mt Buffalo’s major fires and link to next point
Altitudinal Effects
Sub-alpine and Montane low frequency
Foothill Forests Moderate frequency. Use Rollisans Falls as an e.g. of possible too frequent burning
in foothill forest as indicated by lack of midstory and dominant understory of bracken.
Refer to Neville Walshe’s research Mt Buffalo Plateau recovery of Bogs and snow grass plains 1999
Fire and Nutrient Cycling
Forests at sub-alpine altitude decay very slowly due to cold. When fires comes through it releases
stored carbon, nitrogen etc held in leaves and wood back into soil fast and in large amounts. Use
Cycling Game where participants hold hands and have to pass through a hula hoops and
increasingly smaller loops of rope by cooperating. These hula hoops and loops of rope represent sun
(hoop), water (large loop of rope) and finally, the hardest to cycle, nutrients (small loop of rope).
Leaf Slide Show activity
Participants all find a special leaf. Form a circle, put leaves in cardboard frames, and pass slides
around on the ‘click’ of the slide projector. (Activity of the Institute for Earth Education)
What’s special about alpine vegetation anyway?
Short growing period- Dwarf plants, limited suitable sunlight and temperature,
survive cold temperatures,
waxy leaves provide protective coat
some plants, leaves huddled together in rosettes
photosynthesis and respiration– high rates for short periods
drought tolerant and cold resistant
Reiteration of theme, participants fill out evaluation form
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Interpretation Activity Form
Original Park: Mt Buffalo National Park

First Date of Activity: Easter 2003

Park Site: Various visitor nodes in Mt Buffalo National Park.

Type of Activity: (e.g. holiday activity, ranger walk and talk, slide show etc.)
Easter holiday activity “Water, weather and wildfire”
Project Officer: Unknown
Time of day: unknown

Delivered by: all rangers
Planning time: Unknown

Activity Duration: Unknown

Budget/Resources/Props needed: Light fire unit and all equipment.
Cost charged per person: $Nil
Park Management Objectives: To gain support for and understanding of the role of fire in park management.

Theme
How I fought the fires on Mt Buffalo in the conditions that existed in early 2003 (a
personal account of the fire event from an individual ranger).
Key Messages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impact of sun and water and how nutrients recycle following a fire
The actualities, fire protective equipment and use of slip-ons and containment lines
Dry fire fighting vs. wet fire fighting
About Mt Buffalo’s past, present and future fire management regimes
Ranger’s personal “firefighting” stories
How Mt Buff experienced the event
Basic wildfire awareness slope; aspect; temp; fire weather and crowing fires vs. ground fire
Fuel reduction and strategic planning

Where promoted: What’s on Note; Events and Activities Calendar; Campground notice board
Audience Profile: General self-selecting visitor audience
Evaluation technique: Informal comments from participants, questionnaire
How did the audience find out about/book the activity? Park Office, Campground toilets, Bright Tourist
Info Centre, Entrance station.

Structure and Content of Presentation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ranger attended visitor node and told their personal story. Where they were, where their family
was, how they felt, what they saw.
Ranger demonstrated how to fight fires with equipment available. Ranger demonstrated how to
use a rakehoe and how to make a containment line - everybody had a go with a rakehoe.
Visitors wanted to know exactly how a fire is fought – what happens to individuals on the front
line.
Visitors were interested in the fine detail e.g. weight of available fire fuel.
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Interpretation Activity Form
Park/location:

Mt Buffalo National Park

Date of Activity: Easter 2003

Park Site/address: Hump-Cathedral Walking Track, Mt Buffalo Rd.

Type of Activity: (e.g. holiday activity, ranger walk and talk, slide show etc.)
Easter holiday activity “The Rocky Road to Recovery” walk
Project Officer: Alissa Woods
Time of day:

10.30pm-12pm

Delivered by: Alissa Woods
Planning time: 2 days

Activity Duration: 1.5hrs

Budget/Resources/Props needed : NA
Cost charged: $Nil(per participant/group)
Park Management Objectives: protect and maintain the natural, aesthetic and scientific values of geological
and landform features.

Theme (write as a sentence)
Fire is a force in the landscape affecting not only our lives but that of plants, animals and rocks
Key Messages

•
•
•
•
•

Fire is an essential element that shapes the long term development of forest communities
Fire as an evolutionary tool is evident in plant adaptations.
Fire is naturally a landscape scale event, starting in the main by lightning at hot and dry times of the
year..
Intense heat can shape the rocks
It is the same rocks that shelter many species of animal during the fire and create the migration point
for the bogong moth

Where promoted: What’s on Note; Events and Activities Calendar; Campground notice board
Audience Profile: General self-selecting visitor audience
Evaluation technique: Informal comments from participants, questionnaire
How did the audience find out about/book the activity? Park Office, Campground toilets, Bright Tourist
Info Centre, Entrance station.

Structure and Content of Presentation
1.
2.

Introduction
Description of recent fire and forest type near the Hump
•
Fire is good for the environment and part of the natural forest cycle - Snowgum Woodland
•
2 types of Snowgum at Mt Buffalo, are well adapted to fire. The ‘lignotuber’ under the ground keep
the “heart” of the plant safe during fires. This is why you see regrowth at the base of the plant. Some
of these shoots will survive and grow into branches, others will die out.
3. Formation of current peaks
•
Australian Alps very old compared to European Alps or Himalayas
•
600 million years ago continent was covered in sea
•
over time water dried out leaving a sedimentary bed
•
this bed crack to reveal granite. This original granite layer was 3km higher than the current height to
Mt Buffalo
•
worn down by 2 processes – Chemical and physical weathering
4. Chemical weathering
Lichen
•
Stop and point our some lichen growing on the rock.
OITO 03-115
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Explain how the lichen is a parasite and decomposes the host surface – this why it is vital in any
ecosystem for breaking down materials to recycle the nutrients. It release chemicals and this
chemical reaction breaks down the surface layer of the rock.
•
The different colours of lichen are related to the amount of moisture in rock
Plants and Moss
•
The surrounding shrubs, grasses and trees all have an influence of the shape of the rock
•
Seed lodges in cracks and plant establishes itself. Roots and branches of shrubs and Snowgums
wear away the rock while growing and reaching for sunlight
•
interesting examples of large trees hugging the granite can be seen on the Gorge Lake Catani track
•
granite sand worn away from rock by physical and chemical weathering is ideal for grasses
5. Physical weathering
Water, Ice, Snow, Temperature Changes
•
Point out cracks and grooves in the rocks worn down by water called fractures or joints
•
Water naturally runs down in the lowest depression. Small cracks in the rocks, crevices, gorges and
valleys are all formed by water.
•
Snow can lodge in cracks and or rock pools can turn to ice in winter. As water expands when frozen ,
the granite gradually erodes overtime.
•
Rock expands and contracts with heat and cold. This puts pressure on the rock causing stress
fractures.
6. When at Cathedral – explain formation of Tors
•
Tor in German means gateway
•
Use egg carton to explain how Tors are formed. Weak rock is worn away (eggs) by weather leaving
the strongest cells of rock standing (cardboard carton).
•
When put under a microscope, granite looks similar to honeycomb
7. Remind people of safety precautions up on the Hump
8. Reiteration of theme, participants fill out evaluation form
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Namadgi and Tidbinbilla Signs and Banners
Presented by Monica Muranyi
Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve was the focus of a great deal of media attention during and
following the 2003 fires. Many animals in the collection had perished in the fires and
Canberrans were shocked at the level of loss. Staff of Environment ACT and Tidbinbilla
Nature Reserve responded by preparing some banners and signs to focus on renewal.
The first banners to be made were the ‘Surviving Together’ series, a set of three.
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The second set of five banners illustrated the changed environments in Namadgi and
Tidbinbilla immediately after the fires and also the process of recovery.
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There was intense media focus on the one surviving koala at Tidbinbilla. ‘Lucky’as she
became known spent a long recuperation at the Canberra Zoo and Aquarium but
eventually she returned to a compound at Tidbinbilla and the following signs interpret her
experience nearby.
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Tidbinbilla also created an interpretive sign for the lookout sited on a hill in the middle of
the Tidbinbilla Valley. The text of the sign follows:
Fire, wind, rain and snow
These images were taken six weeks after the January 18 2003 firestorm that swept through Tidbinbilla
Nature Reserve and surrounding region.
Fire is one of the many natural forces that has shaped our landscapes. Millions of years ago lush rainforests
flourished over most of the Australian continent. As the climate has become drier, fires have become more
frequent causing the rainforests to diminish. Many of Australia’s plants have either adapted and evolved
with fire or died out. Some plants actually depend on fire for their survival. Animals have also developed
ways of surviving bushfires by either fleeing or staying and sheltering.
The bush has recovered in the past from severe fire events and will recover in the future.
Each time you visit this lookout you will see another chapter unfold in this changing story. Fires burn leaf
litter and the roots of plants. With nothing to hold the soil together erosion increases. While this is a natural
process, erosion in catchments need to be controlled to protect water quality.
Fire induced weathering of granites remind us that fire impacts on the total landscape. The intense heat
from fires causes granite to expand and contract in such a way that its outer layers fracture and fall off
(exfoliate). After stress caused by fire, drought or severe insect attack, most eucalyptus species quickly
sprout leaves from dormant (epicormic) buds in the roots and just beneath the bark on the trunk and
branches.
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Zoe’s Quest - out of the ashes
Presented by Lois Padgham
This is a three-day program for 10-12 year old children, jointly developed by Birrigai
Outdoor School and Environment ACT.
The program is about:
•
•
•

people and their relationship to the land
the effects of fire on the landscape and
how fire affects peoples relationships to the land.

A description of the program follows with a focus on two activities from the program.
Background information
Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve’s (TNR) Education Centre burnt down in the 2003 fires.
Birrigai Outdoor School situated right next door, was also burnt but not completely
destroyed. Some buildings were saved.
Prior to the fires TNR and Birrigai had a good working relationship having worked
together on the development and presentation of three-day program on threatened
species.
In February 2003 staff from Pullenvale Environmental Education Centre in Queensland
conducted a two-day workshop on developing programs using the storythread approach.
It was from this workshop that it was decided to develop a program on the bushfires
using the storythread approach.
TNR and Birrigai staff worked on a draft program and sent it to Pullenvale staff for
comments. They were extremely helpful and offered excellent suggestions for
improvement and the result is Zoe’s Quest.
To date Zoe’s Quest has only been partially run once - chapters one and two. Chapters
three and four, which occur after the camp, are yet to happen.
About the storythread approach
Storythread is an evolving and changing artistic concept. In its simplest form, it
represents a blend of story, drama and real world settings linked to a “three day
residential camp at Birrigai and Tidbinbilla. A storythread has an environmental
dilemma: ours is whether to keep the natural areas on Gibraltar Farm or to bulldoze them
for housing.
Our story
Our story is based around the January fires (a real event) and its effects on the Campbell
family (fictitious family), particularly their attitudes to the land. As it did in reality, the
fires changed peoples’ lives. The fire acts as a catalyst for Arthur Campbell’s decision to
sell his farm. Arthur’s decision spurs Zoe, Arthur’s granddaughter, to act on her
environmental vision. The fire also gives Jim Campbell, Arthur’s son, a golden business
opportunity to develop the land.
Story booklet can be found at Attachment 5
The storythread works within a four chapter conceptual framework:
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Chapter 1 Preparation for the camp (at school)

Students explore links between people and the land by creating a biography of some local
identities. Students discuss the different environmental visions and relate it to their own if
they have one. Students then get an invitation to continue the process on a camp at
Birrigai and to become involved in a story. They are sent the beginning of “The story of
Zoe and Arthur” (in Attachment 5)to be read before camp.
Chapter 2 The Birrigai experience

- During the camp, the story unfolds and students learn more about the characters, their
attitudes to the land and the effects of fire on them and the land.
One strategy that is used in the story is an “I Wonder …”
What is an “I Wonder… ?”
This technique involves students in analysing artefacts, real or created, that belong to a
fictional character in a story. It can be used to draw participants into a character’s inner
world in a way that heightens tension and gives them access to important environmental
information. They look at an object and ask themselves, “I wonder who that is in the
picture and what relation that person is to Arthur, I wonder what that book tells me about
Arthur?”
There are two distinct types of artefacts, contextual and personal. Contextual props are
used to create the mood and elicit feelings about a character’s particular time and place.
Personal props are made to look like they are something the character might own e.g. a
diary, letter, trinket, map, plan. These take us inside the character’s mind to reveal secret
thoughts, plans and dreams.
Arthur’s “I Wonder… ?”
Students visit Arthur’s burnt out farmhouse and, following an explanation of the rules of
“I Wonder…”, artefacts are examined in silence. Only non-verbal communication can be
used to convey an important find. After 10 minutes, all sit back and each person chooses
an object and tell others about it and what it says about Arthur and his relationship to the
land. In this case the key tension prop is a letter to Arthur from his son Jim suggesting
housing development of the family farm. For more information see pages 4-5 of the “I
Wonder…?” Resource Kit
Why use an “I Wonder… ?”
With an “I Wonder…” it is possible to access really personal information, i.e. by being
allowed to look at and examine the personal belongings of someone. It presents questions
and mysteries that children can examine. There are no right or wrong answers. It puts the
power with the children - its not an adult telling them about the next bit of the story, the
children actively find out for themselves. The method promotes thinking about complex
characters and connections to other characters and the land.
Further into the program the students meet Uncle Jim through a dream sequence. I tape is
played to the group. Through a taped conversation between Jim and his mate, Developer
Dave, the students learn that Uncle Jim intends to buy the farm and bulldoze the bush and
turn it into a housing development and shopping centre.
Students are encouraged to help Zoe in the story by gathering evidence about the bush to
show it can regenerate after fire, it is home for animals, it is a catchment for rivers and it
is also valuable for its beauty.
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Activities
The rest of the program included the following activities:
Creek creatures, Fireworks and Fire in the Web of Life – see Attachment 5 for
information about how to play these.
Zoe learns of Uncle Jim’s plans after overhearing a conversation between him and her
parents. She is desperate. Students come up with a way to help Zoe so everyone benefits
and the land stays in its natural state.
Zoe’s Plan – In adult-guided group discussions, students think of ideas for the farm i.e.
zoo, park, eco-camp, then tell their ideas to Zoe, who is a teacher in role.
Zoe takes these ideas on as if she has thought of them.
Action plan
Students start thinking of an action plan to convince Jim to adopt this idea of a nature
reserve, eco-farm or zoo, Collecting all the evidence they have gathered on camp that
shows the farm is of value in its natural state:
•
•
•
•

for its aesthetics
for its ability to regenerate
for its value for catchment
for its value for homes for animals

The action plan might include:
•
•
•
•

list of eco tours available
designs for eco-friendly housing with composting toilets
budget: income and expenditure estimates
a guide for what Jim might need to manage the place with lists of employees needed and
activities people can do there.

Chapter 3 Back at school – Communication and response. Students put together their
persuasive argument and present it to Jim ( Birrigai teacher who visits school in role as
Jim) Jim accepts the proposal.
Chapter 4 Moving beyond – Actions for the real world. Using their new skills and
knowledge, students plan and carry out action plans to help their local bushland.
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Risk Management
There is risk involved in all actions, public interpretive activities in recently burnt
landscapes probably have reasonably high potential risks associated with them but they
also have the potential to build understanding and engender respect for the landscape,
nature and land managers.
When planning an activity staff must think through the following issues and weigh up the
potential hazards against the potential advantages. See also Attachment 6 page 86.
Possible hazards to the public
Element

Hazard

Corrective Action

Who is responsible

Possible hazards to the presenter (as above plus the following)
Element

Hazard

Corrective Action

Who is responsible

Corrective Action

Who is responsible

Possible hazards to the environment
Element

Hazard

Possible hazards to cultural material/values
Element
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Dealing with feelings
It is never possible to predict human reactions to events and in the months, and
potentially years, following a bushfire individuals may react to stimuli in a variety of
ways. The experiences of rangers hosting the Easter Holiday Program at Mt Buffalo
showed that, in some cases, the activities helped them process the emotions associated
with the fires, while others did not feel ready to participate in the public program.
Members of the public who attended the activities across the region reacted in many
different ways. While some were clearly relieved to see the regeneration of the landscape
others were still grieving about more personal losses.
Some suggestions for coping with unexpected emotional outbursts during public
interpretive activities include:
• Listen actively, gauge reactions of group and be prepared to stop whole group activity
to deal with participants’ emotions if it seems appropriate, otherwise just quietly
reflect on issue with individual
• Provide opportunities for whole group to reflect on impacts of fire on them and their
lives
• Offer a variety of perspectives – the group as a whole will have a variety of
experiences and emotional reactions
• Encourage expression of feeling, listen actively and validate individual experiences
• A whole activity could start out with a question about what participants miss following
the fires or what they would have saves if they were faced with a decision (see “What
would you save?” above)
• When leading group activities it is worth spending a little time at the beginning getting
to know the group by asking a few leading questions there by finding out a little about
who they are, what experiences they have had and what they want to know
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Resources
Websites
Workshop participant’s websites
Birrigai Outdoor School www.birrigai.act.edu.au
Environment ACT www.environment.act.gov.au
Parks Victoria www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au

Bushfire agencies for each state
NSW Rural Fire Service www.bushfire.nsw.gov.au/
ACT Emergency Services Bureau www.esb.act.gov.au/
Victorian Country Fire Authority www.cfa.vic.gov.au

Other useful web links
Commonwealth Department of Environment and Heritage www.deh.gov.au/index.html
Australian Alps national parks www.australianalps.deh.gov.au/
Victorian Department of Sustainability and Environment www.dse.vic.gov.au/fires/
A virtual exhibition of historical photographs www.dpi.vic.gov.au/virtualexhibition/39fires/Index.htm
The Institute for Earth Education www.eartheducation.org/
Victorian High Country Huts Association www.vhcha.org.au/pages/mainframe.htm
National Trust Register www.nattrust.com.au/pages/default.cfm?page_id=3164
Regional Forest Agreement Studies www.rfa.gov.au/

Book or kit resources
After the fire NSW NPWS
Out of print but your library may have a copy – see Attachment 8 for extracts.
I wonder …
A resource kit that models the use of story and artefacts in natural and cultural settings to
explore environmental issues within a social context by Pullenvale Environmental
Education Centre/Queensland Government/Environment Australia. Available from Open
Access Unit Education Queensland, PO Box 220 ASHGROVE Q 4060, ph 07 3377 1001
fx 3366 3849 www.pullenvaeec.qld.edu.au/welcome.html
Living with Fire NSW NPWS Discovery Theme Kit
Compilation of a variety of resources – some reproduced here in Attachment 6 produced
in March 2002 by NPWS for use by Discovery Rangers. Contact the Education and
Community Involvement Unit, Hurstville.

CDroms
After the Bushfires: Recovery of the Australian Alps
Prepared for the AALC 2003 will be included here as a separate CD.
Australian Alps ministerial Council PowerPoint
Prepared for the AALC 2003 it is included here.
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Illustrations
The following illustrations were made by John Wiffen of You are Here, from photos by
Andrew Tatnell of Big Island Corporation. They show elements of renewal in the ACT
after the January, 2003 fires. These illustrations are owned by the Australian Alps and
may be reproduced for educational purposes in not-for-profit publications. Clockwise
from top left they include: epicormic growth; remains of a hut following a fire; flowering
grass tree; basal growth from a wattle; fern re-growth and lignotuber growth. They are all
available as tif files on the CD that accompanies this kit.
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